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This journal is a quarterly publication pro-
duced by Kluwer Law International in associa-
tion with the Section of International Law and
Practice of the American Bar Association, and
Southern Methodist University School of Law
(and its NAFTA Law Centre). The journal relies
on the ongoing cooperation of the SMU School
of Business, the SMU Departments of
Economics and Political Science, and the Centre
for Commercial Law Studies and its London
Institute of International Banking, Finance and
Development Law at Queen Mary & Westfield
College at the University of London.
Aims and Publication Policy:
This journal addresses the legal, business, eco-
nomic, political and social policy dimensions of
NAFTA, its implementation, its future evolve-
ment and expansion and its overall impact on
doing business in the Americas. The journal will
combine practical and policy implications of
NAFTA. As such it will cover not only matters of
immediate concern and interest, but also mat-
ters respecting reform of legal, business, eco-
nomic, political and social structures within the
various countries in the Western Hemisphere.
Subject-matter concerning other regional inte-
gration efforts in the world and various other
comparative topics in the international trade
and investment areas will also be addressed,
from time to time.
However, topics of particular concern to the
journal will include: free trade, direct invest-
ment, licensing, finance, taxation, litigation and
dispute resolution and organizational aspects of
NAFTA and the specific implementation. For
practical reasons, English is used as the language
of communication.
Article Submission:
The editors will consider for publication
manuscripts by contributors from any country.
Articles will be subjected to a professional
review procedure. The authors should ensure
that the significance of a contribution will be
apparent to readers outside the specific exper-
tise. Special terms and abbreviations should be
clearly defined in the text or notes.
Accepted manuscripts will be edited, if neces-
sary, to improve the journal's effectiveness of
communication. If editing should be extensive,
with a consequential danger of alternating the
meaning, the manuscript will be returned to
author for approval before type is set. Alter-
natively, the manuscript may be returned to the
author to address the deficiencies. In all events,
the editors reserve the right, after discussion
with the author, to change its acceptance deci-
sion for good reason or to move a publication
from one issue to later or earlier issue. The edi-
tors will not accept unsolicited student-written
submission, nor will they consider articles or
reports that have been or are to be published
elsewhere or materials prepared for one's clients
or business promotion.
Manuscripts, along with a corresponding
computer diskette, should be submitted in
duplicate, together with a covering letter, to:
Managing Editor
NAFTA: Law and Business Review of the Americas
The NAFTA Law Centre
SMU School of Law
3315 Daniel Avenue
Dallas, TX 75275-4330
At the time the manuscript is submitted,
written assurance must be given that the article
has not been published, submitted or accepted
elsewhere. The author normally will be notified
of acceptance, rejection or need for revision
within 8-12 weeks.
Authors are requested to submit two copies
of their manuscript, typed in double space,
together with a summary of the contents.
Manuscripts may range from 3,000 from 8,000
words, approximately 10-24 pages in length.
The title of the article should begin with a
word useful in indexing and information
retrieval. Short titles are used as running heads.
All notes should be numbered in sequential
order, as cited in the text, and should be typed
in double-spaced on a separate page. Unless for
good reason acceptable to the editors, endnotes
for legal articles should conform to a uniform
system of citation (The Harvard Bluebook, 15th
ed.). For nonlegal articles, the citations should
be internally consistent within the given article.
The author should submit short biographical
data including his or her affiliation.
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